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veronica santangelo fallout wiki fandom
May 20 2024

veronica santangelo appears in fallout new vegas and fallout wasteland warfare behind the scenes veronica s voice
actress felicia day in the voiceover booth

i could make you care fallout wiki fandom
Apr 19 2024

i could make you care is a companion quest in fallout new vegas to trigger this quest the player has to help
veronica see things around the mojave that cause her to question the wisdom of the brotherhood of steel remaining
hidden underground and not interacting with the world

veronica santangelo fallout new vegas guide ign
Mar 18 2024

veronica santangelo voiced by felicia day of youtube fame is a young free spirited brotherhood of steel scribe
working out of the 188 trading post she s eager

veronica santangelo the vault fallout wiki everything you
Feb 17 2024

journeyman scribe veronica renata santangelo born 2254 2 is a brotherhood of steel scribe found at the 188 trading
post in fallout new vegas being a journeyman scribe veronica is responsible for acquiring supplies for the hidden
valley bunker along with the other duties of a scribe but

fallout new vegas veronica santangelo companion quest guide
Jan 16 2024
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learn how to help veronica santangelo a scribe from the brotherhood of steel decide her future in the mojave
wasteland find out the triggers rewards and consequences of her quest and her ending

veronica fallout new vegas the fallout wiki
Dec 15 2023

hoping to lead the mojave brotherhood down a new path veronica sought to learn from the thriving cultures of the
desert absent a firm solution veronica s expression of frustration with brotherhood leadership would lead to her
banishment she ended her days a wandering tinker play sound

veronica companion quest and location guide best game8
Nov 14 2023

veronica is a recruitable companion in fallout new vegas fnv read on to know more about veronica 39 s companion
quest and location best ending how to recruit companion perk and more in this guide

fallout new vegas veronica guide wasteland gamers
Oct 13 2023

learn everything about veronica a fallout new vegas companion and a brotherhood of steel scribe find out how to
trigger her quest her loyalty her combat skills and her tragic backstory

how to recruit veronica in fallout new vegas gamerzenith
Sep 12 2023

veronica is a recruitable companion with ties to the brotherhood of steel she can be recruited at the 188 trading
post as long as you don t imply that you have anything against the brotherhood quick tips before you recruit
veronica
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fallout new vegas 10 things you never knew about veronica
Aug 11 2023

veronica is a companion in fallout new vegas who was orphaned by the ncr and raised by the brotherhood of steel
learn about her past her relationship with elijah her quest and her perks in this article

fallout new vegas veronica companion complete guide
Jul 10 2023

learn how to recruit and keep veronica santangelo a brotherhood of steel member and a companion in fallout new
vegas find out how to get her unique perks and quests by completing different tasks and locations

veronica great with her hands in fallout new vegas youtube
Jun 09 2023

in fallout new vegas you will find veronica in the 188 trading post in this video i will show you how to recruit
her and her best perks chapters 0 00 who i

what ending is better for veronica r fnv reddit
May 08 2023

like most of the companion quests veronica s quest s ending is determined by both what you do in that quest and
what you do in main story quests the main factions will want to deal with the brotherhood one way or another and
that will affect veronica

where did veronica go fallout new vegas gamefaqs
Apr 07 2023

where did veronica go s1l3ntsn1p3r 12 years ago 1 i asked her to stop at my novac safehouse and did a couple of
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missions when i come back she is missing world map view shows her little

you make me feel like a woman fallout wiki fandom
Mar 06 2023

you make me feel like a woman 1 is an unmarked quest in fallout new vegas veronica has a long held dream of
wearing a dress due to scripting constraints she won t actually wear one characters wear whatever apparel in their
inventory has the highest dt and dresses generally have zero but

what s the best weapon for veronica in new vegas r fallout
Feb 05 2023

it has decent durability the top tier dps and veronica is pretty effective with it superheated saturnite fist is
my 3rd choice because veronica can sometimes ohk higher tier enemies with it the fire damage effect is negligible

veronica santangelo heroes wiki fandom
Jan 04 2023

veronica santangelo is one of the possible companions that the courier may acquire in fallout new vegas and a
brotherhood of steel scribe found in mojave she is voiced by felicia day who also voiced pear butter

outfitting veronica and other companions fallout new vegas
Dec 03 2022

veronica gauss rifle super heated saturnite fist sunglasses desperado cowboy hat elite riot gear to be replaced
with the t 51b power armor after clearing the promontory boone sniper
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veronica santangelo fallout new vegas commands
Nov 02 2022

veronica santangelo is a prominent non playable character npc and potential companion in fallout new vegas she is
a capable melee fighter affiliated with the brotherhood of steel a faction dedicated to the collection
preservation and potentially hoarding of pre war technology and knowledge

there stands the grass fallout wiki fandom
Oct 01 2022

there stands the grass is a side quest in fallout new vegas to trigger the quest one must go to camp mccarran
inside the camp mccarran terminal building turn left and go to the east side staying on the first floor and enter
the room to the south beneath the stairs the osi office
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